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Chapter 3—Theoretical Framework 

 

This chapter discusses the ways and means of research starting with the theoretical 

framework. The methods, questions, and variables to examine will be deliberated in this chapter. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the scope of the thesis at hand is the impact of nationalism 

on regime support in the PRC. Three basic concepts are of great concern in this study: social 

stratification, multi-faceted nationalisms, and regime support. 

As seen in chapter 2, the main currents of Chinese nationalism can be broken down 

into state-led/pragmatic/official nationalism, anti-traditional nationalism, and popular/nativist 

nationalism, each having its own prerequisites and impacts on regime support. This concept is 

central for the thesis but alone cannot produce the outcomes expected. Two other undergirding 

variables for this study work are regime support and socio-economic status. 

Before tackling the concepts that are being used we present the design of the study as 

illustrated in Figure 1 below.  

The model with which we conducted the analysis is illustrated in Figure 1 below. In it, 

the independent variable consists of socio-economic status (SES) variables. There is a caveat 

concerning one intermediate variable: income. Although it is a very important variable, the 

results that we derived from this survey lead us to the need of excluding it from our analyses, for 

they do not seem to correspond to other studies. Therefore, we pursued our analysis without 

considering income. There is a trade-off leaving income outside, for we miss a very important 

input of the economic welfare of the sample population, but it is worthwhile to avoid mistakes 

due to erroneous measurement. Another problem with questions about income is that the unit 

of analysis is the household, not the individual. The intermediate variable is composed of the 

three variants (state-led, popular, and anti-traditional) of nationalism and they are set to show 

whether they affect the contribution of SES dimensions against regime support.  

In this thesis, the questions asked seeking answers are: 

• What is the multifaceted nature of Chinese nationalism? 
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• Which people are to be considered nationalistic? 

• What is the relationship of nationalism with regime support? Is it positive or negative? 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Interaction among independent, intermediate, and dependent variables 
Source: by author 

 

Regime Support 

 

Undoubtedly, regime support is very important for the existence of demise of a polity 

and a concept very complex to analyze. For the purposes of better understanding what regime 

support stands for it is imperative to canvass political support that is more general notion 

encompassing more than regime support. Defining support Easton (1979, 159) indicates a 

situation whereby, “A supports B either when A acts on behalf of B or when he orients himself 

favorably toward B. B may be a person or group; it may be a goal, idea, or institution. I shall 

designate supportive actions as over support and supportive attitudes or sentiments as covert 

support”. The differentiation among supportive actions or attitudes enables scholars to observe, 

at least, actions. Therefore, support can be partially observed. As Easton says, supportive 

behavior can be one that was not intended being such. A problem with Easton’s analysis on 

supportive behavior is that he does not clarify when supportive behavior can be “externally 

oriented” or “internal form of behavior” although it should be recognized that he is well aware 
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of the political significance of covert support, which facilitates political leaders in their policies 

on the premises that their plans will be supported or defended (Easton 1979, 160-1).  

On the other hand, it is easier to observe expressions of deprecation or disapproval 

against a regime or authorities when actions of political violence take place. Before advancing 

with this line of thought it is purposeful to proceed with the objects of support. Three objects 

of support are identified by Easton (1976; 1979): political community, political regime, and 

political authorities. These objects are essential in this work, because one of them—political 

regime or, plainly, regime—is indispensable for consisting the dependent variable on whose 

light the other variables, nationalism and social strata, will be examined. Easton (1976) 

considers these objects very crucial in the political life because no demand can be converted into 

output without them. 

 

Political Community 

 

Political community is “that aspect of a political system that consists of its members 

seen as a group of persons bound together by a political division of labor. The existence of a 

political system must include a plurality of political relationships though which the individual 

members are linked to each other and through which the political objectives of the system are 

pursued, however limited they may be” or “the nation or the political system in broad terms” 

(Easton 1979, 177; Dalton 2004, 5). This way, some people will constitute the political 

personnel and some others will be the ones feeding the system with demands expected by the 

political personnel to convert to outputs meeting the peoples’ demands. In this excerpt it is not 

clear whether Easton has in mind any political arrangement, be it a democratic polity, an 

authoritarian state or a dictatorship. This leads us to the second object of political support, 

which is the political regime. 

Different objects of support have various effects on the political system. Although 

Easton (1979) had dealt with all three objects of support, elsewhere he and others (1976, 445; 
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Muller 1970, 392) chose to include only political authorities and regime in their analyses on the 

grounds that, “considerable support research has been undertaken in the area of the authorities 

and the regime, for this discussion we need not unpack the political community into its 

components”. This leaves us with the political regime and political authorities as the core 

structures of a political system. Three models of political support can corroborate political 

regime and political authorities as indispensable elements of the political system. The saliency, 

sequential, and combinatorial models (Easton 1976, 445-6) are the linkages whereby the lack of 

support for the regime follows the absence of support for the authorities or vice versa. 

 

Regime 

 

For Easton (1979, 193-4), “[t]he regime refers to the general matrix of regularized 

expectations within the limits of which political actions are usually considered authoritative, 

regardless of how or where these expectations may be expressed” (emphasis added). Another 

definition of regime binds logically a set of institutions with political authorities in that the 

author ascribes necessitates political structures so that the regime becomes viable. He is also 

critical in Easton’s definition of regime for he claims that the former’s definition falls short of 

general applicability (Rose 1969). It should not escape us that every political regime hopes take 

authoritative actions, regardless of the processes employed to express expectations. 

Authoritarian regimes, such as the contemporary one in Singapore or the defunct authoritarian 

regimes in Taiwan and South Korea10 may enjoy political support if they deliver the goods they 

                                                            
10 The position in the current work is not axiomatic in the sense that only democracies can deliver the 
goods the electorates demand; rather it takes the value-free position that every political regime is able to 
provide with goods its citizens and generate, or not, on their behalf. It should not be forgotten 
Churchill’s famous aphorism about democracy that, “Democracy is the worst form of government, 
except for all those other forms that have been tried from time to time”. Some non-democratic political 
regimes have several of their elements common with democratic regimes(see Berg-Schlosser 2005, 173). 
Thus, a regime that seems prima facie democratic may in fact be authoritarian. Besides, political stability 
combined with economic development is necessary, if not sufficient, condition for the thriving of a 
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are, or had been, expected to. A regime is composed of values, norms, and structures, from the 

more informal to the most formal arrangement, from deep-rooted sentiments that can affect 

the support to it to distribution of power according to written or unspoken rules (Easton 1979, 

193; 1976, 437). While norms and rules are the ones having impact on its daily operation, the 

values, however, broad limits they offer to the political apparatus to operate a political entity are 

the most important component because when they cease to exist, hardly any of the norms or 

structures can maintain the existing political order. When the operation of a political 

mechanism does not violate the values borne by the political community, the deposit of 

sympathy toward the regime will not decrease for the long time even if the outputs are not 

congruent with the demands of the community. The goals and principles of a society, the 

compass of a society in other words, set the course for what is left as the last object of political 

support: political authorities. 

A sub-category of political regimes is fascinating: one party system. Although this sort 

of political system is in decline since the 1990s, at least one fifth of world’s population lives 

under that system. People in western countries very often believe that these regime cannot and 

do not count on popular support because they do not allow for popular sovereignty in the 

means of elections and free speech and press. Though these thoughts sound well to our ears we 

should see whether popular support is absent for one party or authoritarian regimes.11 

This situation can be better understood taking into account the division of one-party 

systems into one-party totalitarian, one-party authoritarian, and one-party-pragmatic as Sartori 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
regime. Hence, when in the South Korea of the 1950s was no political stability and economic 
development, the crumbling democratic regime was displaced by a military regime to the relief of 
citizens, whereas Taiwanese acclaimed the ruling regime in the partially competitive elections in the 
1960s and 1970s (Oh 1999; Rigger 1999). In a study, Waldner (1999) argued that, independently of the 
type of political regime, institutional arrangements can provide for the well-off of a polity given that elite 
struggles do not reach high levels enough to necessitate resorting to the masses for supporting a faction 
using side payments. 
11 There may be cases where because of the electoral system, the political culture of the time, or even 
political machineries, one-party system can effectively emerge and survive for decades as it was the case in 
the United States (see Sydnor 1946; Miller 1956). 
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(1976, 222) suggested. Sartori explains that, contrary to other author, he takes in the ideology-

pragmatism continuum in party systems in order to construct his scheme. He places one-party 

totalitarian systems (such as the communist and fascist ones) to the ideological end of the 

spectrum and the pragmatic to the other end. Totalitarianism’s “chief objectives are to rule 

unimpeded by legal restraint, civic pluralism, and party competition, and to refashion human 

nature itself” (Baehr 2005, 2422). But the nub of totalitarianism is not terror as conventional 

wisdom may suggest, but rather the regime’s pervasiveness to the society and the control of 

citizens’ lives. Not only a totalitarian system is trying to pervade the whole society, but also it 

tries to hamper any subsystem autonomy (Sartori 1976). In a totalitarian political system, 

nevertheless, the degree of terror and control varies along different periods (Tucker 1961). As 

totalitarian systems we can classify those of the former Soviet bloc, the Fascist regime in Italy, 

and the Nazi regime in Germany. 

Authoritarian systems on the other hand are in the middle of the ideology-pragmatism 

spectrum. Its main elements are “a limited political pluralism with restrictions on the activities 

of interest groups and parties, a low level of social mobilization and popular political 

participation, a dominantly ‘subject’ or ‘parochial’ political culture, and usually a personalized 

form of leadership” (Berg-Schlosser 2005, 172). The authoritarian system tries to thwart 

political activities from agents other than those of the regime or those endorsed by it—this is 

the case of corporatism. Enticing and at the same time confusing subcategory of one party 

political systems are the post-colonial African ones. They composed “the Cape Horn of 

political scientists at sea” (Sartori 1976, 250-1) as far as their unpredictability and difficulty of 

categorization is concerned.12 

Even in one-party systems, one can find differences between plebiscitary and 

competitive systems; in the former there is non-effective competition where in the latter more 

than one candidates can compete for a seat, although there are many chances for one candidate 

be the favorable of the head of state or powerbrokers (Bratton and de Walle 1994; Hyden and 
                                                            
12 The literature on the issue of African party systems flourished in the 1960s and the 1970s.  
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Leys 1972).13 However their nature; it is difficult to label this sub-category of one-party systems 

as totalitarian because they lacked the resources of composing totalitarian regimes, such as the 

ones in the former Soviet Union and Romania (Gladdish 1969; McKown and Kauffman 1973). 

Another explanation for the lack of totalitarianism in African one- or no-party systems (Bienen 

1964; Hess and Loewenberg 1964) is that African parties were “were power vehicles, not 

ideological movements” (Gladdish 1969, 157). 

As can be seen from the sub-Saharan African cases, one-party systems were mostly 

pragmatic; few have had ideological orientation. Bratton and van de Walle (1994) offer a useful 

and meaningful category of authoritarian regimes in Africa, beyond one-party systems: neo-

patrimonial regimes, where “the chief executive maintains authority through personal 

patronage, rather than through ideology or law” (Bratton and de Walle 1994, 458). In these 

regimes the ideological element of power is absent and clientelist relations emerge and arrange 

the web of power. 

The discussion of democratic regimes will not be pursued herein, because the nature of 

Chinese polity makes it abundant. 

 

Authorities 

 

Authorities in the sense discussed at this point must be separate from the authority 

roles, which are part of the regime structures. Herein, authorities mean (Easton 1979, 212; 

1976, 437), 

…these occupants, generically it can be said to include members of a 
system who conform to the following criteria. They must engage in the daily 
affairs of a political system; they must be recognized by most members of the 
system as having the responsibility for these matters; and their actions must be 
accepted as binding most of the time by most of the members as long as they 
act within the limit of their roles. 

                                                            
13 For an argument on how voters can make their voice heard by the leadership in non-competitive 
elections see Shi (1999). 
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Occupants of authority positions are the operatives of state mechanisms that run the 

affairs of the country: from the president to the mayor and from the minister to the public 

servant. Their visibility, of course, depends on the level of the rungs of power. However, the 

responsibility may not lie proportionally on the shoulders of all. For instance, even the best 

intentions of politicians may fall on the incapacity of administrative bureaucracy, which could 

see in political initiatives threats to its vested interests. Failure on the part of public 

administration might culminate in enfeebled support for the authorities and in the long run for 

the regime itself for the responsibility to fix public administration would fall on the shoulders of 

politicians. Citizens’ obligation to abide by the law is tantamount to their will abide by it. There 

is a linkage between respect to the law and legitimacy; a concept that will be discussed below. 

In the previous pages the elements of political support were discussed in order to 

proceed with the concept of support. More specifically, the concepts of specific and diffuse 

support which address both a political system, in general, and a regime, in particular. 

 

Diffuse Support 

 

Diffuse support consists of a “reservoir of support upon which a system may draw credit 

in times when things are going badly form the point of view of providing satisfactions for the 

members of the system” (Easton 1979, 249). Out of this definition he draws up three properties:  

First… it tends to be more durable than specific support. Second… 
diffuse support is support that underlies the regime as a whole and the 
political community. The third and final noteworthy property of diffuse 
support is that it typically arises from two sources: from childhood and 
continuing adult socialization, and from direct experience… Diffuse support 
may also, however, derive from experience (Easton 1975, 444-5).  

In this capacity, one can claim that diffuse support lies less on the efficacy of the 

political personnel and more on beliefs and principles. Diffuse support is a long-term process, 

which begins with socialization mechanisms, primarily the family, and the school and continues 

throughout an adult’s life. Teaching history and establishing state myths in the schooling 
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process, the regime can imbue the individual with faith in the political community, engendering 

support for it.14 

The function of diffuse support in a political system is the evaluation thereof as what it 

symbolizes for the political community, not what the political system is able to offer. Therefore, 

any drawbacks and failures of goods’ delivery do not involve the political regime in its entirety 

but only the incumbents. Problem arises when citizens cannot voice their discontent through 

an effective, that is, to vote down an unpopular government, and fair electoral process, namely, 

a democratic multi-party political regime. If the system is single-party, military, or authoritarian 

otherwise then performance failures reflect to the regime’s diffuse support, which consequently 

leads to loss of legitimacy. Nevertheless ideologically rigid authoritarian regimes can fare better 

than their equivalent that base their legitimacy on performance. Countries ran by authoritarian 

regimes could face legitimacy crises if they failed to deliver their promises. Communist regimes, 

as mentioned above, could rely on their ideological credentials. When these credentials waned, 

they had to count on economic performance. Authoritarian regimes could have ideological 

orientation, namely anticommunism in Latin America, and Southern Europe, or personalistic 

features, such as the regime in Portugal. The former could switch their legimitation rapidly to 

economic growth if their ideological content did not prove powerful enough to secure their 

ruling position. Sometimes performance did not stop in economy, but also extended to military 

adventures, which could precipitate the regime’s fall as it was the case of Argentina and Greece. 

Failed promises did not comprise the only case that culminates in regime change. Quite 

surprisingly, delivered promises could also culminate in the downfall of a regime for its raison 

d’être ceased to exist. Therefore, the authoritarian regime should establish a democratic polity 

as many times this was the condition on which the military seized power in order to promote its 

agenda. By and large, these processes describe the “performance dilemma” as developed by 

Huntington (1991, 46-58). If and only if loss of support continues constantly drawing in a 

variety of political authorities, even in a democratic regime, then can end up in corrosion of 
                                                            
14 See footnote 3 above. 
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regime support. 

In the preceding paragraph is implied that the “reservoir of support” is larger in 

democratic regimes than in authoritarian ones for people have the choice and the ability to 

voice and coerce to exit the incumbents who raise public discontent. Authoritarian regimes, 

however, can generate public support among their citizens without necessarily resorting to side-

payments. The means whereby they build up popular support, independently of the political 

awareness or political bargaining power, is mass communications (Davis 1976; Geddes and 

Zaller 1989). From this perspective, non-democratic regimes are not powerless regarding the 

amassing of popular support as compared with their democratic rivals. They can generate public 

support if they use the proper channels delivering their message. Since mass communications 

media are under the control of, or collude with, the regime, the latter has the leeway of 

distributing its ideology and goals to the public. 

 

Specific support 

 

Specific support is a volatile concept subject to the performance of incumbents. To put 

it differently, specific support addresses the actions (or the lack thereof) of a government and 

the reaction of the people to them. As Easton (1975) claims, in order to establish specific 

support the citizens have to acknowledge the connection between political authorities and 

system outputs. 

There is a caveat however, which should catch our attention. Even if a regime lacks in 

legitimacy—as it may be the case with authoritarian regimes—but performs well by providing 

sufficient outputs for the population, then the emerging specific support allows it to extend it 

rule. If this is the case, namely when an authoritarian regime has lost its ideological appeal, but 

still maintains its efficiency in providing goods for the people, then it would not be a mistake 
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claiming that diffuse support gives its place to specific support.15 However, in order to engender 

specific support, citizens must link outputs with political authorities and must be aware of and 

acknowledge the latter’s role in the political process. 

In a nutshell, the properties of specific support read as follows:  

It is directed towards the political authorities and authoritative 
institutions.  

It assumes that members have sufficient political awareness to be able 
to associate satisfaction and dissatisfaction with the perceived behavior of 
these authorities, whether the behavior is in the form of identifiable actions or 
some attributed general performance.  

Specific support is possible only under conditions in which the 
culture permits the members to entertain the notion that the authorities can 
be held responsible for what happens in the society.  

Finally, this kind of support varies with perceived benefits or 
satisfactions. When these decline or cease, support will do likewise (Easton 
1975, 439). 

Objections to the ability to measure specific support lie on the fact that citizens cannot 

often attribute policy outputs to specific political agents. Political representatives may be 

accounted for policy options of which they may have little or no leverage. The problem at hand, 

nevertheless, is that decisions made for the benefit or at the expense of the public reflect at the 

political authorities in general, regardless of the actual individuals that participate in the 

decision making. 

Another issue, more technical in nature, which adds to the objections to the ability of 

measurement of specific support, arises by measurement problems. Craig et al. (1990) divide 

external efficacy—beliefs about the responsiveness of governmental authorities and institutions 

to citizen demands (Craig et al. 1990, 290)—into incumbent- and regime-based. The former 

corresponds to specific and the latter to diffuse support. As the authors of the article point out, 

the measurement of political efficacy and trust had been highly problematic for there was 

                                                            
15 This very relationship between diffuse and specific support can fall into the realm of the sequential 
model, according to which a decline of support in a political object can lead to decline of support in 
political regime (Easton 1976). 
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ambiguity in the terms measured because they are not uni-dimensional. 

 

Conclusion 

 

All that said, this chapter discussed the concept of regime, its components and in what 

way support (not only as a theoretical concept but also as an empirical object of study) is 

outlined. It is argued that these concepts are applicable to authoritarian regimes as democratic 

ones. Furthermore, the model that will be used in this thesis is presented in this chapter along 

with the drawbacks that it bears. Finally, the key questions of the thesis are presented 

composing the main core of research. 

 




